Zero-stiffness postbuckling of a structure is characterized by a secondary load-displacement path along which the load remains constant. In sensitivity analysis of the (initial) postbuckling path it is usually considered as a borderline case between imperfection sensitivity and imperfection insensitivity. However, it is unclear whether zero-stiffness postbuckling as such is imperfection sensitive or insensitive. In this paper, Koiter's initial postbuckling analysis is used as a tool for sensitivity analysis. Distinction between two kinds of imperfections is made on the basis of the behavior of the equilibrium path of the imperfect structure. New definitions of imperfection insensitivity of the postbuckling behavior are provided according to the classification of imperfections. A structure with two degrees of freedom with a zero-stiffness postbuckling path is studied, considering four different imperfections. The results from this example show that zero-stiffness postbuckling is a case of transition from imperfection sensitivity to imperfection insensitivity for imperfections of the first kind and that it is imperfection insensitive for imperfections of the second kind.
Introduction
In the course of sensitivity analysis of the initial postbuckling behavior of a structure, a special case may occur that is referred to as zero-stiffness postbuckling [1] . In this paper the question will be answered whether zero-stiffness postbuckling is imperfection sensitive or imperfection insensitive.
Theory

Koiter's initial postbuckling analysis
Details of this analysis can be found in [2] , [3] .
Classification of imperfections
For perfect systems undergoing bifurcation buckling, the imperfections are classified in two categories [4] [5] depending on whether or not the imperfect system has a bifurcation point. With the help of the potential energy function referring to the imperfect structure ( )
where ε ∈ denotes the imperfection parameter and * refers to variables or functions of the imperfect structure, the imperfection vector is defined as * ,
. Classification of the imperfections yields:
for imperfections of first kind, ;
for imperfections of second kind, . , in which the equilibrium paths of imperfect structures are monotonically increasing. Hence, zero-stiffness postbuckling is imperfection insensitive to this type of imperfections. 
Conclusions
From the theoretical investigation and the results of the examples it follows that zero-stiffness postbuckling represents a case of transition from imperfection sensitivity to insensitivity for imperfections of first kind; is characterized by a stable postbuckling equilibrium path with constant potential energy and, hence, is imperfection insensitive to imperfections of second kind.
